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      The Jintai company, a subsidiary company of Shanghai 
Electric Group, is the largest foundation equipment 
manufacturer in China leading through innovation and 
reliability.  The company is located in Shanghai Anting 
International Auto City.
    

 Company Profile !



Shanghai Electric Group Co., Ltd. is one of the largest mechanical and 
electrical equipment manufactory enterprises in China. The newly established 
company is a multi-property group, sponsored by Shanghai Electric (group) 
Corporation, Fuxi holding Investment Co., Ltd, Guangdong Zhujiang 
Investment Co., Ltd, Shengneng (group) Co., Ltd, Guangdong Mingguang 
Investment Co., Ltd. Total registered capital is 9.1 billion yuan RMB.!
!
Shanghai Electric is engaging in design, manufacture and sales, the group can 
provide system equipment for general contract projects. Its product range 
covers more than ten industries including Power Generation, Power 
Transmission & Distribution, Electromechanical integration, Transportation and 
Environmental Protection. 

Parent Company Profile 



Our equipment is widely used in numerous worldwide construction 
projects for express way, railway, subway, bridge, dam, civil building, 
underground water infrastructure & etc.     
     
The specialized machinery includes SD/SH series hydraulic rotary drilling 
rigs, SG series hydraulic grabs, G series engineering drilling rigs, S series 
water well drilling rigs, GD series large diameter hydraulic driven drilling 
rigs, deep mixer rigs, SMW rigs, FC series air-actuated down-hole drills 
and etc. 

 Jintai Profile !



Application 

 


  The machines are mainly applicable to:
  Complicated soils for piling
  Deep foundation
  Anti-seepage
  Deep holes and wells
  Retaining wall



ISO9001:2000                  CE



Offices 

Dealer

Office and Services Centre in China 



International Sales

       Our products are exporting to: 
  Europe , North Africa, South America, Middle East, South East Asia, Hong Kong 

and etc.

North America  

Africa  

Asia  
Europe  

Hongkong  

Middle East 

South America  

Oceania  



Office 



Assembly Plant

Systematic assembly lines



Base Machine Assembly Line 



 

Factory Yard 



Capability 

Type of Equipment / Facilities 
•  Cooling & Welding machines
•  Metal cutting machines
•  CNC machines
•  Heat treatment machines
•  Performance testing facilities. 
     



 
Horizontal milling & boring machining center 

    

It adopts the German 
advanced technology, 
f e a t u r e s  h i g h 
accuracy, efficiency, 
and reliability.



 Processing unit 



  Floor-type boring＆milling machine 



Vertical Machine Tool

      



 T×6113 Horizontal boring 
machine



  

   

Heat treatment workshop 

•  Computer controlled 
well-oven in the heat 
treatment workshop for 
cementing and nitrating. 



  
CNC cutting machine & Bending machine 



Products Introduction

GPS Series Engineering Drill Rigs

SPJ(T/C) Water Well Drilling Rigs

ZKD Series Multi-axis Drilling Rigs FC Series Air Actuated Down-hole

    

SG Series Diaphragm Wall Grab

  

GD Series Large Diameter Drilling Rigs Drilling Tools and Bits

SD & SH Series Multifunctional Drilling Rigs



SD Series Hydraulic 
Rotary Drill  !

!
2011!



 
SD Series Multifunctional Drilling Rigs

      

    The SD series feature advanced 
technology, excellent performance, 
reliable quality, and easy handling. It 
is a multifunctional foundation 
construction machine of high 
efficiency and production. 



SD20型 

Rotary 
Italy 

Winch 
Germany 



SD10 

SD10 is economical yet high 
performance drill rig capable to 
drill 40m in depth

Height of the mast (m) 19.1 
Single line pull of main winch (kN)  140 
Single line pull of  auxiliary winch (kN) 50 

Drilling diameter (mm) 1000 
Rotary torque (kNm) 100 
Diesel engine power (kW) 125 
Chassis length (mm) 4660 
Weight of base machine (ton) 42 



SD12 

SD12 SD12W 
Height of the mast (m)    20.1 20.1 
Main winch single line pull (kN) 140 140
Auxiliary winch single line pull (kN)  50 

Drilling diameter (mm)  1500 
Rotary torque (kNm)   100 
Crowd System Cylinder Winch 
Crowd stroke (m) 4 10 
Diesel engine power (kW)   125 125 
Chassis length (mm)  5090 5090 
Weight of machine (mm)   45 45 

   SD12 is design with retractable 
undercarriage and longer mast provide 
more stable for deeper drilling



SD12 

Model SD12WF 

Height of the mast (m) 20.1 

Main winch single line pull (kN) 140 

Auxiliary winch single line pull (kN) 50 

Drilling diameter (mm) 750 
Rotary torque (kNm) 120 

Diesel engine  power (kW) 125 
Chassis length (mm)  5090 
Weight of base machine (ton) 47 

   SD12WF is specialized for CFA 
pile drilling with 18m drill depth.



SD20 SD20W 
Height of the mast (m) 21.5 21.5 
Main winch single line pull 200 200 

Auxiliary winch single line pull 75 75 

Drilling diameter (mm) 
c/w casing (mm) 1500 1500 
w/o casing (mm) 2000 2000 
Rotary torque (kNm) 200 200 
Crowd system Cylinder Winch
Crowd stroke 5.7 10
Diesel engine power (kW) 194 194 
Chassis length (mm) 5680 5680 
Weight of machine (ton) 60 61 

SD20 

   SD20 uses Hyundai Base Machine R305LC-7 powered 
by Cummins Engine. Expandable crawlers can provide 
stable drilling condition



SD20E
SD20E 

Height of the mast (m) 19.8 

Main winch single line pull (kN) 180 

Auxiliary winch single line pull (kN) 75 

Drilling diameter (mm) 
c/w casing (mm) 1500 
w/o casing (mm) 1800 
Rotary torque (kNm) 200 
Crowd system Cylinder 
Crowd stroke 5.7 
Engine Model CAT C7 
Diesel engine power (kW) 187 
Chassis length (mm) 4920 
Weight of machine (ton) 53 



SD22 SD22W 
Height of the mast (m) 21.5 21.5 

Main winch single line pull (kN) 220 220 

Auxiliary winch single line pull (kN) 75 75 

Drilling diameter (mm) 
c/w casing (mm) 1500 2000 
w/o casing (mm) 2000 2000 
Rotary torque (kNm) 250 250 
Crowd system Cylinder Winch 
Crowd stroke 5.7 10 
Diesel engine power (kW) 194 194 
Chassis length (mm) 5680 5680 
Weight of machine (ton) 65 65.5 

SD22 
 



SD 22 

Model SD22WF 

Height of the mast (m) 21.5 

Main winch single line pull (kN) 220 

Auxiliary winch single line pull (kN) 75 

Drilling diameter (mm) 1000 
Rotary torque (kNm) 200 

Diesel engine  power (kW) 194 
Chassis length (mm)  5680 
Weight of base machine (ton) 67 



SD28 
SD22 SD22W 

Height of the mast (m) 22.87 22.87 

Main winch single line pull (kN) 250 250 

Auxiliary winch single line pull (kN) 75 75 

Drilling diameter (mm) 
c/w casing (mm) 2000 2000 
w/o casing (mm) 2500 2300 
Rotary torque (kNm) 286 286 
Crowd system Cylinder Winch 
Crowd stroke (m) 5.7 10 
Diesel engine power (kW) 263 263 
Chassis length (mm) 5680 5680 
Weight of machine (ton) 71 72 



SD28

Model SD28WF 

Height of the mast (m) 22.87 

Main winch single line pull (kN) 250 

Auxiliary winch single line pull (kN) 75 

Drilling diameter (mm) 1200 
Rotary torque (kNm) 220 

Diesel engine  power (kW) 263 
Chassis length (mm)  5680 
Weight of base machine (ton) 72 



SH Series Hydraulic 
Rotary Drill!
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SH Series

 The SH is new series of rotary drill with triangular mast 
support structure for greater drilling stability. 

 The high backstay mast attachment improves torsion 
resistance on mast. 

 This design allows deeper and larger drill. 



SH 15

Model SH15 
Height of the mast (m) 22.5 
Main winch single line pull(kN) 160 
Auxiliary winch single line pull(kN) 50 
Max Drilling diameter (mm) 1500 
Rotary torque (kNm) 150 
Crowd system Cylinder 
Crowd stroke (m) 4.0 
Diesel engine power (kW) 125 
Chassis length (mm) 5090 
Weight of machine (ton) 43.3 



SH 25 

Model SH25 
Height of the mast (m) 23.0 
Main winch single line pull(kN) 230 

Auxiliary winch single line pull(kN) 75 

Max Drilling diameter (mm) 2000 
Rotary torque (kNm) 250 
Crowd system Cylinder 
Crowd stroke (m) 5.7 
Diesel engine power (kW) 194/221 
Chassis length (mm) 5680 
Weight of machine (ton) 64 



SH 30 

Model SH30
Height of the mast (m) 22.9
Main winch single line pull(kN) 250

Auxiliary winch single line pull(kN) 75

Max Drilling diameter (mm) 2400
Rotary torque (kNm) 286
Crowd system Cylinder
Crowd stroke (m) 5.7
Diesel engine power (kW) 263
Chassis length (mm) 5680
Weight of machine (ton) 75



SH 36 

Model SH36
Height of the mast (m) 27.4
Main winch single line pull(kN) 300

Auxiliary winch single line pull(kN) 75

Max Drilling diameter (mm) 2500
Rotary torque (kNm) 320
Crowd system Cylinder
Crowd stroke (m) 6.0
Diesel engine power (kW) 298
Chassis length (mm) 6020
Weight of machine (ton) 94



SH25 Series Hydraulic Rotary Drill!
!

Down-The-Hole Hammer Drilling!
!

2011!



      
Jintai has developed SH25H hydraulic-pneumatic impact rotary piling rig, this equipment 

is built for bed rock drilling.  Using the pneumatic down-the-hole hammer, high 
frequency impulsion action effectively fragments the bed rock.  The telescopic air-
lifted reverse circulation system is another key to achieve the high speed drilling.


Innovation: 
  Develop different drilling mechanisms to adopt all geological conditions, ex. button, 

tooth and button disc types.
  Eliminate inefficient process of manual drill rod connection with telescopic kelly bars.
  Easy change-over between down-the-hole hammer and conventional rotary drill.
  Triangular mast structure improves drilling stability and reliability.

Shanghai Jintai Engineering Machinery Co., Ltd. 



Main technical specifications:
	

    Rated power output    194KW	
    Maximum drilling depth   56m	
    Main hoist lifting power   220KN	
    Rotary head maximum torque output  250KN.m	
    Hydraulic pump maximum stroke  5700mm	
    Net weight approximately   70T without kelly bars

Shanghai Jintai Engineering Machinery Co., Ltd.



Shanghai Jintai Engineering Machinery Co., Ltd.

   Drilling tools (DTH Hammer)
   Mast Head
   Mast
   Hoses wheel
   Triangular mast  support 

structure
   Rotary head
   Winch
   Air compressor
   Upper-carriage
   Under-carriage



Shanghai Jintai Engineering Machinery Co., Ltd. 

Transportation of Base machine 55t 

Transportation of Upper boom and 
attachment 4.5t 



Shanghai Jintai Engineering Machinery Co., Ltd.

Drill pipe

   Kelly type drill rod
   Water swivel
   Down-the-hole hammer
   Drill pipe seal



Shanghai Jintai Engineering Machinery Co., Ltd.

Down-the-hole Hammer

        Pneumat ic down-the-hole dr i l l i s 
powered by compressed air, using 
impulsion action to fragment rocks in large 
volume. The reverse circulation can 
effectively discharge crushed rock through 
kelly bar, it enhances drilling speed and 
efficiency. 



Shanghai Jintai Engineering Machinery Co., Ltd. 
Rotary head 

   Oscillating drill 
   Convenient swap between continuous    
flight auger and down the hole 
   Two motor to drive two reduction gear 



Shanghai Jintai Engineering Machinery Co., Ltd.

Triangular structure

        Triangular mast support structure is proven for better stability of mast 
against traditional four-linkage structure. 



Shanghai Jintai Engineering Machinery Co., Ltd.

Mast

        Fabricated with high grade steel plate, rotary head guide are folded from 
single sheet of steel yielding high coefficient of twist and turn resistant to ensure 
safe and reliable operation.

Upper mast

Lower mast



Shanghai Jintai Engineering Machinery Co., Ltd. 
Winch 

       Main and auxiliary winch use Lebus type groove structure in order 
to make sure the steel wires wind properly. 



Shanghai Jintai Engineering Machinery Co., Ltd.

Air compression machine

       Main machine are equipped with the most advanced single stroke 
air compressing for down-the-hole hammer and the reverse circulation 
system. Flow capacity is 20m3/hr and air pressure is 1.2MPa, it can support 
drilling of up to 800mm in hole diameter.



Shanghai Jintai Engineering Machinery Co., Ltd.

Chassis

       Bottom chassis  is retractable H type carriage guaranteed to deliver 
working stability and ease of transportation.
       
Upper chassis uses R305LC-7 Cummins C8.3C (6CTA) diesel engine by 
Hyundai Corporation. Output is 194KW, maximum engine speed is 2200rpm.



SH25H DTH Hammer Rotary Drill 
WuXi Shangdong
Railway project
Diameter：1.2m
Drilling depth：50m

From Ground Level to 
30m is Silty Clay.
Below 30m is gravel 
layer and hard silty 
clay. 



Job Reference for SH22 

Beijing to Shanghai
Express Railway
（Nanjing） 

Daimeter：1.5m
Drilling depth：60m
Rock socket：1.5m，
Pock type : Andesite 



Job Reference for SH22   

Shanghai Subway
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JINTAI 

SH36 Installed with M-85 Rotary Head 



JINTAI 

Main technical data
 For M-85 
1. Drill diameter                     850×850×850  (mm) 
2. Distance between drilling pipe     600×600  (mm) 
3. Max drilling depth                        35  (m) 
4. Torque at 320 bar                        50  (kN·m) 
5. Rotary speed                               20-35  (rpm) 
6. Max lifting pull                            600  (kN) 

 For SH36 
1. Overall height                              28500  (mm) 
2. Operating weight                        95   (ton) 
3. Main winch line pull                     250  (kN) 
4. Auxiliary winch pull                      75  (kN) 
5. Crowd system (winch) pull               250  (kN) 
6. Engine rated output SAE J1995       263  (kW)@1900rpm 

The technical data  is subject to change without notice. 



JINTAI 

Technical Descriptions of M-85(Difference with ZKD-85)

The M-85 is driven by hydraulic motor, the 
ZKD-85 is by special electric motor. 
 
• The KDK has the larger torque and wide the 
speed range. 

• The control is flexible, rotary speed can be 
controlled and can be set at a steady speed 
according to different layer or depth. 

• The hydraulic control is suit to SMW method 
compare with electric drive.



JINTAI 

Technical Descriptions of M-85(Difference with ZKD-85)

The M-85 is middle drive , 
but the ZKD-85 is top drive 
 
 
The KDK of M-85 has a 
hollow shaft ,  
the pipe is in side the shaft, 
the KDK is moved under 
middle mast .  
The gravity of total machine 
is lower, so it reduce the 
requirements for base 
machine 

M-85 can be equipped  the telescopic drilling bar 
 
The drilling depth can reach 35m on SH36 base machine 



JINTAI 

SH36 base machine

•   SH36 base machine is full hydraulic, it can be fit 
the requirements of M-85. 
 
•   Rotary speed and feeding speed can be controlled 
and can be set at a steady speed at the control 
panel. So the injecting volume of each drilling depth 
can be controlled. 

•   The SH36 has winch feed system ,By the interlock 
drilling pipe, the M-85 system can be pushed at 
power. 

•   The SH36 can be used as a pile drilling rig without 
change. 



钻杆 Kelly bar 

自锁式 摩阻式 

Friction type Inter-locking type



旋挖用钻头 Drilling bits 



Roller bit 

Down-hole bit  
   The drilling bits 

manufactured for 
large-diameter drill 
holes, silos, and 
water wells in 
different stratums 
for full-hole drilling 
or gradation drilling.  

旋挖用钻头 Drilling bits 

Roller cutter bit 



Air-Actuated Down-hole 

    
    FC Air-Actuated Down-holes 

are a joint development by 
academic institutions and the 
company, and has world-class 
technology. It is used to 
overcome hard rock, cobbles, 
and boulders, ranking among 
the best for hard layer drilling 
in the world.  

      The drilling speed of rigs equipped with the FC Air-Actuated down-hole 
hammer is 5 to 6 times higher than standard drills. Products produced now 
include Model FC-6、FC-10、FC-15. 

  



 
 SG Series Diaphragm Wall Grabs  

   

    The product features advanced technology, 
excellent performance, reliable quality, and easy of 
handling. 
     It is a multifunctional foundation construction    
machine of high efficiency.    
     Our products have passed CE certification. 



SG35A 

SG35A 
Wall width (mm)  0.35~1.2 
Wall depth (m) 50 (max 60) 
Pull-up MAX (kN) 350 
Main winch line pull (kN) 180 

Diesel Cummins 
6CAT8.3-C 

Rated engine output (kW) 194 
System pressure (bar) 300 
Main pump flow (L/min)  260×2 
Weight of ZD Grab (ton) 9~16 
Total weight of machine (ton) 
（w/o grab）

58 



SG40A
SG40A 

Wall width (mm)  0.35~1.2 (1.5) 
Wall depth (m) 70 
Pull-up MAX (kN) 400 
Main winch line pull (kN) 220 

Diesel Cummins 
QSM11-C 

Rated engine output (kW) 263 
System pressure (bar) 300 
Main pump flow (L/min)  380×2 
Weight of ZD Grab (ton) 9~20(22) 
Total weight of machine (ton) 
（w/o grab）

63 



SG40E
SG40E 

Wall width (mm)  0.35~1.2 
Wall depth (m) 70 
Pull-up MAX (kN) 400 
Main winch line pull (kN) 200 x 2 

Diesel Caterpillar 
C-9 

Rated engine output (kW) 261 
System pressure (bar) 300 
Main pump flow (L/min)  280×2 
Weight of ZD Grab (ton) 9~18 
Total weight of machine (ton) 
（w/o grab）

62.5 



SG50
SG50 

Wall width (mm)  0.35~1.5 
Wall depth (m) 70 
Pull-up MAX (kN) 500 
Main winch line pull (kN) 250 x 2 

Diesel Cummins 
QSM11-C 

Rated engine output (kW) 263 
System pressure (bar) 300 
Main pump flow (L/min)  380×2 
Weight of ZD Grab (ton) 9~26 
Total weight of machine (ton) 
（w/o grab）

75 



ZD Hydraulic Grab Body 

 high construction efficiency, 
powerful shutting force 
 Accurate verticality for the 
wall 
 advanced electronic 
surveying system 

 safely, reliably  protective 
system 
 specially hydraulic tube 
system 
 multifunctional foundation 
construction machine 
 all kinds of machines made 
for specific options 

Slim cut-off  
diaphragm wall grab



 
ZKD Multi-axis Drilling Rigs 

     

           ZKD  Multi-axis Drilling rig are the best 
nation-wide,  adopting the advanced 
construction method from abroad ( SMW), 
Grout mix pile and designed to the special 
requirements of our customers.  
 The models being produced now includes 
ZKD65-3、ZKD85-3、ZKD100-3、ZKD365-5.



       
     Its functions are water-proof, deep 
drilling, earth-walls, with economy in cost. 
 
 It is designed for underground 
constructions such as dams, anti-seepage 
walls, reinforcement of soft foundations  
and for excavating earth and water-proof 
walls before laying pipes.  

 
ZKD Multi-axis Drilling Rigs 



Introduction on SMW 
construction method 

2009.04.16



JINTAI 

Photo of Soil Mixing Wall
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Introduction SMW construction method

SMW method means mix and agitate soil and cement slurry in the original 
position to form underground diaphragm wall

It can also be divided into two types, one is mixed by original soil and 
cement and the other is inserting core materials into cement agitation 
body. 

SMW method can be divided into three categories according to diameters 
which are Ф650、Ф850、Ф1000 respectively 



JINTAI 

Advantages 

  Higher cutoff performance. 
    Lower impact on the surrounding ground. 
    Shorter construction period. 
    Multi-purpose application. 
    Low vibration, low noise construction. 
    Less spoils are produced as compared to conventional diaphragm wall. 
    Less wall strength is required due to H-section steel beams bearing the lateral loads 

Excavation Support Wall Cutoff Wall Ground Reinforcement 



JINTAI 

Construction Process
When SMW drilling rig drills, both right and left drilling pipes 
are  
poured into cement slurry continuously while the medium one is 
injected Into compression air. 
  



JINTAI 

Equipment and Work Space
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Overview on the common applied  machines
用途

Applications  
机械名
Name  

规格
Specification  

使用台数
Qty  

重量（t）
Weight 

使用电力(kw) 
Power consumption 

打桩主机Main machine for 
piling 

打桩机
Piling machine 

适合安装钻机
Drilling rig 1 100~16

0 0~90 

钻孔搅拌机设备
Drilling and agitation 

equipment  

三轴搅拌
钻机

Three shaft agitation 
drilling rig 

Φ650~Φ1000 1 28~45 90~225 

拌浆设备agitation equipment  

泵（泥浆泵）Pump  
(slurry pump) 200L/min 2 5 23 

搅拌机（泥浆搅拌机）Mixer 
(slurry mixer) 750~1000L/次 3 3 34.5 

水泥拌浆筒
Cement agitation 

cylinder 
20~30t 1 3~5 2.5 

送浆设备
Slurry transferring equipment  泵（泥浆泵）

Pump (slurry pump) 200L/min 2 2 23 

打入高压空气
Injecting high compression 

air 

空压机
Air compressor 6-9m3 1 0.5  

插入设备insertion equipment 履带式起重机
Track crane 25~50t吊 1 27~55  

置换土处理
Soil exchange 

挖机
Excavator 0.3~0.7m3 1 10~20  



JINTAI 

Soil condition Mixing turning speed（m/min） Hoisting speed (m/min） 

Clay  0.5～1.0 

1～2 

土sandy  1.0～1.5 

Grit 

according to the site situation 
clay and special 

soil  

Mixing and hoisting speed 

Construction Method 

Soil  condition 
Proportion (per m3 ） 

水泥（kg） 膨胀土（kg) 
bentonite 

水（L）
water 

clay  300～450 5～15 450～900 

sandy  200～400 5～20 300～800 

grit 200～400 5～30 300～800 

clay and special soil   according to indoor test proportion 

Mixing proportion   



JINTAI 

ZKD Series 

ZKD100-3 

ZKD85-3 

ZKD65-3 

ZKD36-5 
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Model ZKD100-3 ZKD85-3 ZKD65-3 ZKD36-5 
Bit diameter (mm) 1000 850 650 360 
drilling pipe dia(mm) 273 273 219 159 
Center distance 
between pipes(mm) 

750 600 450 320 

Depth (m) 30 30 30 30 
Power (kW) 75x3 75x2/90x2 45x2 45x2 
Speed (rpm) 16 16 17.6 23 

Torque (kNm)  45 30.6 16.6 7.47 
Weight (kg)  39500 38000 21305 28000 

Parameters of  ZKD Series 



  
GPS Series Engineering Drill Rigs 

 

    “Shang Tan” GPS series enjoy a nation-wide 
fame, and are in great demand by our 
customers. The products include GPS10, GPS15, 
GPS18, GPS20, GPS25, and GPS30, with the 
maximum drilling diameter of 3m, max. drilling 
depth 130m. These series feature convenient 
operation, dependable performance. They are 
widely used in the foundation constructions, 
some have been exported.  



 
SPJ Water Wells Drilling Rigs 

     “Shang Tan 
Brand” SPJ Water well 
drilling rig are our earliest 
product for water 
conservancy, the drilling 
depth is  300 meter, 400 
meter and 600 meter 
according to the need of 
the customer, there are 
many different types of 
this rig suitable for all 
areas of the China market 
and overseas 



 
 GD Series Large Diameter Drilling Rigs  

      	          We have  successfully developed  
a large diameter hydraulic driven 
drilling rig, which has all the 
technology of large diameter 
hydraulic driven drilling rigs from 
Germany. It features strong 
capabilities in penetrating rock, high 
working efficiency, safe operation, 
reliability and convenience. It has a 
drill a hole of φ3500mm when the 
rock hardness is less than 100 Mpa. 
Generally the drilling capacity could 
be increased. It could be applied to 
all construction projects for large 
diameter foundation boring and 
difficult ground conditions.  



REPRESENTATIVE OFFICE 

INTERNATIONAL Sales and Services by: 
 
HOUSTON MACHINERY (CHINA) COMPANY LIMITED 
Room 1801-2, 18/F, Seaview Commercial Centre, 
21-24 Connaught Road West, 
Hong Kong 
Tel: (852) 2544 8821 
Fax: (852) 2544 2866 
Contact Person: Raymond Yau, Mobile: +852-94965448, Email: 
raymond@houstonhk.com  
Website : www.houstonjintai.com  
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